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☑ Online access to: 
 * Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics
 * Pharmacological Reviews
 * Molecular Pharmacology
 * Drug Metabolism and Disposition

☑ Members save on page charges and color fees
 * $50/page for members versus $90 for nonmembers
 * $200/color figure for members versus $400 for nonmembers 
☑ Reduced registraton fees for ASPET meetings

☑ Public Affairs Advocacy for increased research funding and science 
policy favorable to biomedical research

☑ Personal print subscriptions are available only to ASPET members:
 * Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics - $220
 * Pharmacological Reviews - $89
 * Molecular Pharmacology - $180
 * Drug Metabolism and Disposition - $151
 Prices are for 2011



Mobile Version Now Available
* All four ASPET Publications available:
 Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Th erapeutics
 Pharmacological Reviews
 Molecular Pharmacology
 Drug Metabolism and Disposition 
* Compatible with any device with a web browser
* Optimized for small screens
* Table of contents
* Full text and PDF
* Figures and tables
* Supplemental data
* Abstracts
* Search
* Citations
* Links

ASPETJournals

Visit the online journals 
for more information, 
www.aspetjournals.org



ASPET
On The Web

To  nd ASPET Social 
Networking sites visit 
www.aspet.org. 

Join the conversation online!

ASPET is now online! Join us on Facebook, 
Twitter or LinkedIn for the latest in news, 
discussions and events. Discuss hot topics 
with your peers, check out pictures from EB 
2011, and fi nd resources to help in fi nding a 
job or graduate program. 





Resources Available for Undergraduates, 
Graduate Students, and Postdoctoral Fellows 

We welcome your feedback! Is there 
something you’d like to see on our 
Early Career Pharmacologist page? 
Let us know at info@aspet.org.

* Awards & Fellowships
* Information on Graduate Studies in Pharmacology
* Graduate Programs
* Career Resources
* Discussion Forums
* Social Networking Resources: 
 ~ Facebook
 ~ LinkedIn
 ~ Twitter
* ASPET Membership Information

Find us at www.aspet.org/early_career 
   or at www.facebook.com/aspetpage
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®

Your responsive CRO partner,  

delivering customized solutions and  

adaptability to changing needs.

Customized, Responsive, and On-Time.™

MPI Research is the CRO that defines responsiveness, moving your drug development program 
forward with customized solutions for all your preclinical research and early clinical support 
needs. From discovery services to safety evaluation, including analytical and bioanalytical 
support, you can count on MPI Research for quick quotes, frequent updates, rapid turnaround, 
and scientific rigor. At every stage, and on every level, we adapt to your most exacting needs.

Explore the breadth of capabilities that make us your responsive CRO at www.MPIResearch.com.


